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The Toyota Corona (Japanese: ãƒˆãƒ¨ã‚¿ãƒ»ã‚³ãƒ-ãƒŠ, Toyota Korona) is an automobile manufactured by
the Japanese automaker Toyota between 1957 and 2002. Traditionally, the competitor from Nissan was the
Nissan Bluebird. [citation needed] The word "corona" is Latin for "crown", a reference to an earlier vehicle
Toyota offered called the Toyota Crown.It was exclusive to Toyopet Store dealership ...
Toyota Corona - Wikipedia
History. The first series, called the Toyota Corona Mark II was an all new vehicle at its introduction in 1968,
that sought to offer a car that was just under Japanese government regulations concerning maximum vehicle
dimensions and engine displacement, thus allowing the Crown to grow larger and more luxurious. Using the
established platform of the Corona sedan but slightly larger and wider ...
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